Mission
We’re determined to be a community that changes the world for the better.

Here, it’s all about what you can do rather than what you can’t; where every student, at any level of ability, from any culture, is happy and excited because they can choose how they want to learn, not just what they want to learn.

It’s a school where asking the right questions is more important than memorizing the right answers; where you make friendships that last a lifetime; and develop life skills that send you out into the world with enough self-belief to change it for the better.

Objective
By 2024, everyone here will spend the majority of their time managing what they do and designing how they do it.

Strategies
- Shape projects so that they take advantage of our own diversity, and partners globally. And if we don’t have that element in a project, add it!

- Prototype, try, grow ideas that work; stop doing things that aren’t bringing value. Encourage and embrace ideas and innovation from all stakeholders.

- Plan for those moments where a project benefits most from collaboration.

- Projects that are failing to realize the vision and objective we’ve set for ourselves need to be changed or ditched - that means some tough decisions and difficult feedback. Use these moments to learn and make the next move even better.

- How might the projects we do be shaped by considering the world beyond subjects, content, school work? How might our community be engaged more in some of our projects, and how do we make sure people aren’t overwhelmed as our successful projects grow?